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I. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Date Septcmber 2009
B. Departmcnt Physical Education & Dance
C. Course Number DANC 175
D. Coursc Title Basic Movemcnt
E. Coursc Outline PrepareI' Kathc B~urick
F. Deparll11eI1l Chairperson Dan J-1a. 5 'V_
G. Department Dean L. Squir -Gr e .

II. COURSE SPECIFICS

Optional
Lcttcr or CreditINo Credit
4 times total

Crcdit: 2 hours of class per weck including
onc hour lecturc plus outside assignmcnts

I
None
None
None

A. I-lours

E
F.
G.

D

B. Units
C. Prerequisites

Corequisites
Advisories
Course Description:
Basic Movcment cxamincs the nature of human movement and focuses on thc
acquisition of underlying skills needed to succcssfully participate in physical
activities.
Field Trips
Method of Grading
Repeatability

III CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION

Basic Movement defines general movement vocabulary and employs movement studies
lhat develop skills needed for successful participation in physical activities, particularly
dance.

IV COURSE OBJECTIVES

Students will be able to:
A. discuss the nature/components ofhlllnan movcments
B. identify and apply principlcs ofbalancc and alignment
C. define and analyze basic axial, peripheral and locomotor movement skills
D. definc, compare and contrast internal spatial relationships with cxtcrnal spacc and

directions
E. dcvelop listening skills and apply rhythmic scnsibility vocally, kinesthetically and

conceptually
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F. identify and apply the appropriate type and amount ofenergy required to achieve
specific movement goals

G. identify and apply basic principles of anatomy and kinesiology to specific
movement skills

H. demonstrate efficient use of time, space and energy in basic movement skills
I. develop and use balance, strength, flexibility, endurance, coordination and agility

through practice of sequentially developed movement phrases
1. evaluate and appreciate one's own performance and that of others in terms of

individual differences and technical accuracy
K. recognize and appreciate differences in a variety of physical activities and the basic

skills required in them

V. COURSE CONTENT

A. Introduction
1. Physical Education and Dance Department grading policy and general

orientation
2. Class Objectives
3. Class Procedures
4. Measurement and evaluation

B. Instruction
1. Examine the nature and components of human movement

a. Identify and evaluate the influence of thought and emotion on
performance

b. Recognize the anatomical and physiological components of movement
c. Describe relationship of nervous, muscular and skeletal systems
d. Identify effects on circulatory and respiratory system

2. Balance and alignment
a. Identify anatomical landmarks important to balance and alignment (ears

over shoulders over hips and knees over toes, as well as pelvis, sacrum,
spinal column curves and their location)

b. Recognize the primary function of the pelvis and spinal column as
weight-bearing

c. Identify, interpret and integrate kinesthetic sensations to correct poor
alignment

d. Explain and demonstrate adjustments to enhance balance (lower center of
gravity, widen base of support, carry body weight near vertical axis, etc.)

3. Define and analyze basic axial and peripheral movement
a. Identify, demonstrate and differentiate among movements of the torso

(flexion or forward bend, extension, hyperextension or backbend, lateral
flexion or side bend, twist or rotation, undulation of spinal column,
abdominal contract and release, upper torso swing)

b. Identify, demonstrate and differentiate among peripheral movements of
the limbs (flexion, extension, rotation, adduction, abduction and their
combined possibilities of the arms and legs)

c. Explain and demonstrate the point of initiation for movement of arms and
legs (in shoulder girdle 'on back' and at femoral articulation at hip)
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d. Isolate and integrate axial and peripheral movements relevant to basic
movement skills

e. Discuss variations in movement vocabulary regarding the name of torso
and limb actions

4. Demonstrate spatial awareness
a. Identify relationship of body parts to one's center of gravity and to each

other
b. Differentiate between sensation in the two sides of the body, front and

back of the body, upper and lower halves of the body
c. Recognize and apply terms of spatial relationship regarding placement of

limbs to torso or torso segment (in front, in back, to the side, above,
below, around)

d. Demonstrate gross movements in relation to body planes (bend forward,
backward, sideways, up and down).

e. Differentiate between straight and curved lines of torso and limbs.
f. Identify and apply appropriate range ofmotion to meet one's goal
g. Identify and demonstrate directionality travelling through space

(forwards, backwards, sideways, around)
h. Integrate direction changes into floors patterns relevant to basic skills

5. Demonstrate rhythmic sensibility relevant to basic movement skills
a. Recognize the integrating and facilitating effect of the breathes rhythm

on the execution of movement in general
b. Differentiate between metered and non-metered rhythm
c. Differentiate between even and uneven rhythmic structure
d. Analyze rhythms and perform weight transfers accurately in basic

locomotor patterns (walk, run, leap, jump, hop, slide, gallop)
e. Compare, contrast and discern differences among rhythmic phrases
f. Recognize and express one's uniqueness through one's own internal

sense of rhythm in motion
g. Use sense of rhythmic structure to define duration of movement

6. Demonstrate ability to use appropriate type and amount of energy to achieve
a movement goal
a. Identify and differentiate among sustained, percussive, swinging and

vibratory qualities ofmovement
b. Relate kinesthetic feedback to amount ofenergy/force needed to achieve

one's movement goal
c. Discern between muscular sensations of tension and relaxation/release

and evaluate the amount of muscle effort needed to execute a task
d. Practice basic skills with varying amounts of energy/force and evaluate

the outcome
e. Refine execution of basic movement skills in terms ofvaried dynamics,

placement of accents, rhythmic clarity and whole body movement
7. Integrate components of movement in more efficient and safe execution of

basic movement skills
a. Identify and apply principles of anatomy and kinesiology to basic axial,

peripheral and locomotor movements
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b. Demonstrate efficient use of timet space and energy (coordination) in
basic movement skills

c. Develop and use balancet strengtht flexibilitYt endurancet coordination
and agility through practice of sequentially developed movement skills
and phrases

d. Evaluate and appreciate one's own perfonnance and that of others in
tenns of individual differencest technical accuracy and self-expression

8. Recognize and apply relevant skills to a variety of physical activities

VI INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments
I. Practicet review and demonstrate basic movement vocabulary exercises and

combinations learned in class
2. Memorize the names ofbasic movements skills and employ these tenns in

memorizing and describing combinations
3. Participate in class activities and discussions ofassigned reading material and

videos
4. A notebook which includes basic movement principlest vocabulary and

combinations learned in class
5. Written critique or analysis of one or more of the following topics

a. self evaluation in regard to personal improvement and goals/skills one
wants to acquire, including application of exercises learned in class to
improve those skills

b. an expert perfonnance of the activity one is most interested in (live or
video)

c. a persont social/cultural influence or political event that contributed to
the evolution of your favored physical activity and the skills involved

6. Practice outside of class time a minimum of twice per week
B. Evaluation

I. Acquisition ofbasic (safe and functional) technique and movement
vocabulary evaluated by the instructor through observation of the studentst

perfonnance of warm-up exercisest combinationst improvisations and skills
learned in class

2. Completion of notebook containing basic movement principlest vocabulary
and combinations learned in class

3. Efficient use of time, space and energy in perfonnance ofpatterns learned in
class

4. Demonstrate understanding of metered rhythm by perfonning basic skills
with musical accompaniment and ofintrinsiclbreathe rhythm of the skill
without music

5. Thoroughness of critique or analysis of topic chosen above
6. Focused attentiont positive attitude and full participation in every class

C. Text and other Materials
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1. Textbook: No textbook required. Xeroxed or written material will be
presented from the following sources
a. Fitt, Sally. Dance Kinesiology. NY:Schirmer Books. 1988.
b. Sweigard, Lulu. Human Movement Potential. NY:Harper&Rowe. 1974.
c. Todd, Mabel. The Thinking Body. NY:Dance Horizons. 1976.
d. Instructor generated material

2. Other References
a. Drowatsky, John N. Motor Learning: Principles and Practice.

Minneapolis:Burgess Press. 1975.
b. Espenschade and Eckert. Motor Development. Columbus:Charles E.

Merrill Publishing Co. 1976.
c. Gardner,Howard. Frames of Mind. NY:Baisc Books,Inc.lHarper

Colophon Books. 1983.
d. Gray, Henry. Gray's Anatomy. Philadelphia:Running Press. 1974.dy.
e. Harmell,L. "Dance as a Means of Education", Education Dance,

VoI.3,No.9, March 1941.
f. H'Doubler, Margaret. Movement and Its Rhythmic Structure.

Mimeographed by Kramer Business Service, Madison, Wisconsin.
1946.

g. Joyce, Mary. First Steps in Teaching Creative Movement. 1980.
h. Mareniuk, Ronald G. Information Processing in Motor Skills. NY:Holt,

Rinehart & Winston. 1976.
1. Mosston, Muska. Developmental Movement. Columbus,Ohio: Charles

E. Merrill Books, Inc. 1965.
J. Rarick, G. Lawrence. Physical Activity: Human Growth and

Development. NY:Academic Press. 1973.
k. Siedentop, Daryl. Physical Education: Introductory Analysis. Dubuque,

Iowa: Wm C. Brown. 1972.
I. Wessel, Janet. Movement Fundamentals: Figure, Form and Fun.

Englewood, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc. 1970.

VII REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle V. Section 55002 (a».
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